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Abstract The decomposition of CH3CH2OH, CD3CD2
 Þ was studied using temOD, and CF3CH2OH on Znð1100
perature programmed reaction spectroscopy. CH3CH=O
(CD3CD=O, CF3CH=O), CH2=CH2 (CD2=CD2, CF2=CH2),
H2O (D2O) and H2 (D2) were formed in all cases. The
CH3CH2OH decomposition mechanism includes the formation of two intermediate species on the surface: CH3CH2bonded to surface lattice O atoms decomposes to form
CH2=CH2 while CH3CH2O– bonded to surface Zn atoms
decomposes to form CH3CH=O. A significant isotope effect
observed for the formation of CH2=CH2 versus CD2=CD2
suggests that C–H(D) bond breaking at the b-carbon is the
rate-limiting step in CH3CH2– (CD3CD2–) decomposition.
Decomposition of CF3CH2OH leaves F-atoms on the surface
as a result of b-fluoride elimination in CF3CH2–. A significant F substituent effect in desorption of CF3CH=O versus
CH3CH=O indicates that the CF3 group increases the barrier
to the b-hydride elimination step yielding CF3CH=O and
suggests that the transition state is cationic, Cdþ    H d .
Keywords ZnO  Ethanol  Temperature progress 
Reaction spectroscopy  Kinetic isotope effect  Substituent
effect
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1 Introduction
ZnO is a wide band-gap II–VI semiconductor that has
applications in blue and UV LEDs, solar cells, catalysts,
and chemiresistive sensors [1–5]. ZnO has a hexagonal
(‘‘wurtzite’’) structure and can expose a variety of crystal
facets, each with its own unique surface chemistry [6–9].
For sensor and catalytic applications of nanoscale ZnO
morphologies, there has been recent interest in one-dimensional ‘‘nanorod’’ structures, which have high surfaceto-volume ratios [2]. ZnO nanorods grow preferentially
along their c-axes, and most of their exposed surface area is
composed of ‘‘non-polar’’ ZnO{1100} planes, with equal
densities of surface O and Zn atoms. Characterization of
the interactions of typical analyte and reactant species with
these ZnO{1100} surfaces is important for understanding
and improving ZnO-based sensors and catalysts.
A number of studies of alcohol adsorption and reaction
on single crystal ZnO surfaces have been published [6, 10–
12]. Mokwa et al. reported H2, H2O, CH3CH=O, and
CH2=CH2 as the primary products of thermal decomposi Þ [6]. Shao
tion of CH3CH2OH on non-polar ZnOð1100
et al. used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to study
the intermediates formed by CH3OH adsorption at 300 K
 Þ [13]. They observed two different surface
on ZnOð1100
 Þ surface; a methyl (–CH3) species
species on the ZnOð1100
formed at a surface lattice O site upon breakage of the C–O
bond in CH3OH, and a methoxy (CH3O–) species formed
at a surface lattice Zn site upon breaking of the O–H bond.
DFT calculations confirmed that the formation of both
species was energetically favorable by -0.8 eV for CH3O–
formation and -0.4 eV for –CH3 formation.
While the products of CH3CH2OH decomposition on the
 Þ surface have been identified, little is known
ZnOð1100
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about the details of the reaction mechanism or its transition
state(s). In this work, we use temperature programmed
reaction spectrometry (TPRS) to examine the thermal
decomposition of CH3CH2OH, CD3CD2OD and CF3CH2
 Þ. We propose a reaction mechanism and
OH on ZnOð1100
surface intermediate species that are consistent with the
observed decomposition products. Deuterium kinetic isotope effects and F substitution effects observed in TPRS of
CD3CD2OD and CF3CH2OH, respectively, provide insight
into the rate limiting steps and the transition states in the
mechanisms for formation of CH3CH=O and CH2=CH2
 Þ. The
during CH3CH2OH decomposition on ZnOð1100
reaction products, F substituent effects and kinetic isotope
effects are consistent with a mechanism for CH3CH2OH
 Þ in which there are two pardecomposition on ZnOð1100
allel pathways through two distinct intermediates; an
ethoxy (CH3CH2O–) intermediate bound to the Zn sites
and leading to the formation of CH3CH=O and an ethyl
(CH3CH2–) intermediate bound to the lattice O sites and
leading to the formation of CH2=CH2.

2 Experimental
Experiments were performed in an ultra high vacuum
(UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 3 9 10-10 Torr
equipped with an Omicron NSE 10 ion gun for Ar? ion
sputter cleaning of the ZnO surface; a Dycor quadrupole
mass spectrometer for identification and quantification of
desorption products; a Specs x-ray source and an Omicron
EA125 hemispherical analyzer for performing X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS); a leak valve for introduction of ethanol vapor into the chamber background; and a
PHI low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics.
 Þ single crystal was
A 10 9 10 9 1 mm3 ZnOð1100
bonded to a Ta plate using Aremco Pyroduct 597-A, a
thermally and electrically conducting Ag based paste. Two
Ta wires were spot-welded to the Ta plate and then
attached to the end of a sample manipulator mounted
vertically in the UHV chamber. The crystal mount was in
thermal contact with a liquid N2 reservoir and the Ta plate
was heated resistively to reach temperatures in the range
100–1000 K. The temperature was measured using a
K-type thermocouple spot-welded to the Ta plate and was
controlled using a computer.
 Þ crystal
Before each TPRS experiment, the ZnOð1100
was prepared by at least two cycles of (1) sputtering at
400 K with a 6 lA current of 2 kV Ar? ions for 50 min
and (2) annealing for 5 min at 750 K. XPS analysis verified
the cleanliness and the Zn:O atomic ratio of the surface.
 Þ order
LEED verified that the surface retained its Znð1100
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after the sputtering and annealing cycles (Figure S1 of the
Supplementary Information) [14]. CH3CH2OH (99.6 %,
Sigma-Aldrich), CD3CD2OD (99.5 %, Sigma-Aldrich),
and CF3CH2OH ([99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) were purified by
several freeze–pump–thaw cycles before introduction into
the chamber via a leak valve for background exposure of
 Þ surface at 300 K.
the ZnOð1100
 Þ crystal was
XPS characterization of the ZnOð1100
performed using an Al Ka x-ray source and a seven
channeltron Omicron EA 125 hemispherical energy analyzer operated with a pass energy of 100 eV in constant
analyzer energy (CAE) mode. The sample was positioned
5 mm in front of the x-ray source, oriented at an angle
midway between the axes of the x-ray source and the lens
of the hemispherical energy analyzer. This angle and
sample position yielded the maximum Zn 2p3/2 signal.
Integrated areas of the Zn2p3/2, O1s, F1s, and C1s peaks
were used with Wagner library sensitivity factors for
quantitative estimates of surface compositions [15].
TPRS experiments were performed using the quadrupole mass spectrometer to monitor species that desorbed
 Þ surface. After exposure to CH3CH2
from the ZnOð1100
 Þ crystal
OH, CD3CD2OD, or CF3CH2OH, the ZnOð1100
was positioned in front of the mass spectrometer \5 mm
from the aperture to the ionizer and then heated from 300
to 700 K at 1 K/s in each TPRS experiment. The mass
spectrometer signal for any given m/z contains contributions from multiple desorbing species and cannot be used
to directly determine the relative yields of product species
desorbing into the gas phase. Therefore, the mass spectrometer signals from each TPRS experiment were converted to pressures by determining the signal intensities at
each m/z for each pure component species introduced into
the chamber at a known pressure. Pure CH3CH2OH,
CH3CH=O, H2, H2O, or CH2=CH2 were leaked into the
UHV chamber at pressures between 1 9 10-9 Torr and
5 9 10-8 Torr, measured using a Bayard-Alpert ion gauge
corrected for sensitivity [16], and the signals at m/z = 2,
18, 28, 29, and 31 were recorded. For each of the five pure
components, i, introduced into the chamber, the mass
spectrometer signals at 5 m/z ratios, j, were measured at 4
different pressures, Iij ðPÞ. The sensitivity of signal to
dI

pressure was calculated to yield aij ¼ dPij . This was repeated
for the five pure components to create a 5 9 5 matrix, a. A
similar matrix was developed for TPRS of CD3CD2OD by
leaking pure D2, D2O, CD3CD=O, CD2=CD2, or CD3
CD2OD into the UHV chamber at pressures between
1 9 10-9 Torr and 5 9 10-8 Torr and recording signals at
m/z = 4, 20, 32, 30, and 34. The a matrices for CH3CH2
OH and CD3CD2OD decomposition products are given in
Tables S1 and S2, respectively, of the Supplementary
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Information. These matrices were used to convert the
TPRS signals at the five m/z ratios into pressures of each
component desorbing from the surface. This analysis was
not applied to TPRS experiments of CF3CH2OH due to the
lack of availability of all pure component products of
CF3CH2OH decomposition.

3 Results
 Þ and CH3CH2OH/
3.1 XPS of Clean ZnOð1100

ZnOð1100Þ
 Þ
XP spectra of the sputtered and annealed ZnOð1100
surface were acquired before TPRS to verify surface
cleanliness and surface composition. The ratio of Zn:O
was 0.95 ± 0.05, as determined from 20 cleaned surfaces. Figure 1 shows the C1s signal from the
 Þ surface before dosing, after a CH3CH2OH
ZnOð1100
exposure of 0.4 L (sufficient to saturate the surface at
300 K), and after TPRS of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH. A
small C1s peak, equivalent to \1 % of the surface
composition, is visible in the XPS of the clean surface at
282 eV. The C content of the surface was \1 % (atomic)
before each TPRS experiment. After exposure of the
surface to 0.4 L of CH3CH2OH, a larger C1s feature,
corresponding to a saturated monolayer of CH3CH2OH,
is observed at a binding energy of 283.5 eV. After TPRS
of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH, the C 1 s signal decreases
significantly to *15 % of its original intensity, indicating that *85 % of the CH3CH2OH monolayer desorbed
or decomposed into gas phase products.

 Þ TPRS
3.2 Products of CH–3CH2OH/ZnOð1100
To identify the products of CH3CH2OH decomposition on
 Þ surface, a series of TPRS experiments were
the ZnOð1100
 Þ surface to
performed after exposure of the ZnOð1100
0.4 L of CH3CH2OH at 300 K, an exposure that saturates
the CH3CH2OH monolayer without leading to multilayer
adsorption. TPRS was conducted by heating the surface
from 300 to 700 K at 1 K/s while monitoring desorption
signals at m/z ratios of 2, 18, 28, 29 and 31 with the mass
spectrometer. The m/z ratios monitored were chosen based
on species identified in previously published reports of
CH3OH and CH3CH2OH decomposition on a variety of
ZnO surfaces [7, 8, 17, 18]. The species identified desorbing from the surfaces in those studies include: CO, CO2,
CH4, CH2=CH2, CH3CH3, O2, H2, CH3CH=O, H2O, and
CH3CH2OH. Among these, the primary CH3CH2OH
decomposition products observed in our TPRS experiments
were H2, H2O, CH2=CH2, CH3CH=O, and CH3CH2OH.
Figure 2 displays the TPR spectra obtained following a
 Þ at 300 K.
0.4 L exposure of CH3CH2OH to ZnOð1100
The product desorption curves are displayed as pressures of
H2, H2O, CH2=CH2, CH3CH=O, and CH3CH2OH. The
baselines of the spectra have been offset for clarity in
Fig. 2. For H2O, there is a sharp peak at 355 K with two
lower intensity peaks at 440 and 550 K. For CH2=CH2
there is a low temperature feature at 380 K with a broad
peak at 480 K. For CH3CH=O desorption, there is a broad
peak between 400 and 550 K. For H2, there is a broad
desorption feature centered at 480 K, starting at 420 K and
ending at 570 K; for CH3CH2OH there is a large desorption feature at 375 K with a smaller shoulder at 440 K. The
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 Þ surface after cleaning, after
Fig. 1 C1s XP spectra of the ZnOð1100
exposure to 0.4 L of CH3CH2OH at 300 K, and after thermal
decomposition of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH during heating to 700 K
at 1 K/s. Baselines were subtracted from all three spectra. Over 85 %
of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH and its decomposition products desorb
 Þ surface
during TPRS, with *15 at% C remaining on the ZnOð1100

 Þ. The
Fig. 2 TPRS of CH3CH2OH (exposure of 0.4 L) on ZnOð1100
pressure of each species was calculated from the mass spectral signal
versus temperature for m/z = 2, 18, 28, 29, and 31 using the a matrix
described in the experimental section and given in Table S1 of the
Supplementary Information. Backgrounds were subtracted from each
spectrum before plotting and the spectra have been offset for clarity
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noise in the TPR spectra of H2, H2O, and CH2=CH2 is
larger than for CH3CH=O and CH3CH2OH because of
contributions of the background signals at m/z = 2, 18, and
28 from the H2, H2O and CO in the background of the
UHV chamber.
TPR spectra of CH3CH=O and CH3CH2OH, after
CH3CH2OH exposures in the range 0.005–30 L, are shown
in Fig. 3. Note that CH2=CH2 desorption is also observed
 Þ to CH3CH2OH, but is not
after exposure of ZnOð1100
shown in Fig. 3 because the signal at m/z = 28 amu is
quite noisy due to its overlap with that of CO in the UHV
chamber. At exposures B0.05 L, a broad CH3CH=O desorption peak is observed from 400 to 525 K, and there is no
significant CH3CH2OH desorption. For exposures C0.4 L,
the desorption signals for both CH3CH=O and CH3CH2OH
saturate. From exposures of 0.05 to 0.4 L, the CH3CH2OH
desorption increases significantly. This pattern suggests
that at low coverages CH3CH2OH initially populates sites
or adsorption states that result in CH3CH2OH decomposition to yield CH3CH=O formation.
To estimate the peak locations and widths of multiple
TPRS features, Lorentzian curves were fit to the pressure
versus temperature data (see Supplementary Information
Figures S2 and S3 for examples). Two distinct features are
present in the desorption spectrum of CH3CH2OH, one
centered at 370 K and a second at 438 K. Whether these
arise from desorption of molecularly adsorbed CH3CH2OH
or from recombination of CH3CH2O and H atoms, is not
determined. There are also two features in the desorption
spectrum of CH3CH=O, peaks at 435 and 495 K.
 Þ TPRS
3.3 Products of CD3CD2OD/ZnOð1100
TPR spectra following various CD3CD2OD exposures to
 Þ were acquired at the same conditions as used
ZnOð1100
for the CH3CH2OH experiments. Figure 4 shows TPRS
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spectra for a 0.4 L exposure of CD3CD2OD at 300 K as
pressures of D2, D2O, CD3CD=O, CD2=CD2, and CD3
CD2OD. The raw signal versus temperature for m/z = 4,
20, 32, 30, and 34 were converted to product pressures
using the a matrix in Table S2 of the Supplementary
Information. The baseline pressure of each spectrum is
zero; however, they have been offset for clarity in Fig. 4.
The desorption and decomposition of CD3CD2OD on
 Þ follow the same general trends as those for
ZnOð1100
CH3CH2OH. The main feature for D2O desorption appears
at 360 K, roughly the same temperature as for H2O desorption observed during CH3CH2OH TPRS. D2O also
displays lower intensity, higher temperature desorption
peaks at 450 and 550 K much like H2O during CH3CH2OH
TPRS. The CD3CD2OD desorption spectrum has a peak at
370 K, with a shoulder at 440 K, roughly the same temperatures as for CH3CH2OH. CD3CD=O desorption has a
low temperature shoulder at 435 K, with a high temperature feature at 490 K. The CD2=CD2 desorption spectrum
has a peak at 500 K,*20 K higher than that observed for
CH2=CH2 during CH3CH2OH TPRS. D2 desorption displays a peak at 505 K, 20 K higher than that of H2 from
CH3CH2OH.
Figure 5 displays CD3CD2OD, CD3CD=O, and CD2=
CD2 desorption spectra for CD3CD2OD exposures from
0.006 to 3 L. Desorption of both CD3CD=O and CD2=CD2
occurs at low exposures, indicating that CD3CD2OD initially populates the sites or states that result in CD3CD2OD
decomposition to these two products. The amount of both
CD3CD=O and CD2=CD2 that desorbs increases with
increasing exposure. CD3CD2OD does not desorb at
exposures \0.05 L; for higher exposures, the CD3CD2OD
desorption yield increases with increasing exposure until
the surface becomes saturated by an exposure of *0.4 L.
This is the same trend as was observed for CH3CH2OH/
 Þ TPRS. Peaks were fit to the CD3CD2OD
ZnOð1100
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Fig. 3 TPRS of CH3CH2OH (left) and CH3CH=O (right) following various exposures of CH3CH2OH to the ZnOð1100
desorption increases with increasing exposure; CH3CH2OH desorption is not significant until the exposure reaches 0.1 L
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Fig. 4 TPR spectra of a 0.4 L exposure of CD3CD2OD on
 Þ. The spectra have been offset for clarity. The pressure
ZnOð1100
of each species was calculated from the raw data of signal versus
temperature for m/q = 4, 20, 32, 30, and 34 using the a matrix
described in the experimental section. The peak locations follow a
similar pattern to TPRS of CH3CH2OH

spectra using the same Lorentzian peak fitting as for
CH3CH2OH (a graphical display of a typical fit appears in
Figure S3 of the Supplementary Information.) The spectrum of CD3CD=O is best fit by two Lorentzian peaks
centered at 432 and 491 K. The TPR spectrum of CD2=
CD2 is best fit by one peak centered at about 490 K.
Because there is a large CD3CD2OD desorption feature at
375 K (see Fig. 5), it is possible that the 375 K feature for
CD2=CD2 after a 0.1 L exposure can be traced to CD3
CD2OD contributions that were not completely subtracted
from the spectra. This 375 K feature was only present in
the 0.1 and 0.05 L exposures of CD3CD2OD.
 Þ TPRS
3.4 Products of CF3CH2OH/ZnOð1100
 Þ were
TPR spectra of CF3CH2OH adsorbed on ZnOð1100
acquired at the same conditions as were used for the
CD3CD2OD and CH3CH2OH experiments. Figure 6 (left)
shows TPR spectra after exposure of 0.4 L of CF3CH2OH
at 300 K. Desorption products from TPRS of CF3CH2OH
were similar to those observed for CD3CD2OD and CH3
CH2OH; they included m/z = 18 (H2O), 29 (CF3CH=O),
31 (CF3CH2OH), and 45 (CF2=CH2). The signal for
m/z = 2 (H2) was too small to be measured. The TPRS
signal at m/z = 18 follows a trend similar to those of H2O
and D2O from CH3CH2OH and CD3CD2OD, but with
peaks shifted to *30 K higher temperatures: the m/z = 18
spectrum has a peak at 380 K, with a shoulder extending to
650 K. The peak for m/z = 45 for CF2=CH2 desorption
starts at 325 K and ends at 525 K. Both m/z = 29 and
m/z = 31 result from ionization of CF3CH2OH, where
m/z = 31 is the highest intensity signal and m/z = 29
signal has 60 % relative intensity; both TPRS features are

broad. The broad peak for m/z = 31 after a 0.4 L exposure
shows that the parent molecule, CF3CH2OH, desorbs from
the surface. At exposures B0.1 L the signal from m/z = 29 is
larger than the signal from m/z = 31 suggesting that there is
some limiting coverage of adsorbed species below which
CF3CH=O and CF2=CH2 are the major reaction products
(see Figure S4 of the Supplementary Information). Once
surface sites for CF2=CH2 and CF3CH=O formation are
saturated, CF3CH2OH desorption occurs either through
molecular desorption or recombinative desorption.
To isolate a net signal for CF3CH=O, the contribution
from CF3CH2OH was subtracted from the signal at
m/z = 29. Figure 6 (right) compares CF2=CH2 desorption
and CF3CH desorption for a 0.4 L exposure of CF3CH2OH;
the peak locations differ by over 100 K. The major species
formed after high exposures of CF3CH2OH are H2O and
CF3CH2OH, while at lower exposures CF3CH=O and
CF2=CH2 are more prominent than CF3CH2OH. The
products and desorption trends from CF3CH2OH are consistent with those from TPRS of both CH3CH2OH and
 Þ.
CD3CD2OD on ZnOð1100
 Þ
XPS was used to determine the state of the ZnOð1100
surface after each TPRS experiment was performed.
Figure 7 shows the F 1 s XPS spectral region for the clean
 Þ and after TPRS of a 0.4 L exposure of CF3
ZnOð1100
CH2OH. The clean surface displays no evidence of F. After
TPRS, there is a peak for F bonded to Zn at a binding
energy of 684 eV in the F1s spectrum [15]. The XPS
characterization was not performed before the TPRS
experiment to eliminate the possibility of x-ray induced
dissociation of F from CF3CH2OH. Residual surface F after
the TPRS experiment must, therefore, come from a surface
reaction and not from x-ray induced dissociation. XPS was
also performed for a 0.4 L exposure of CF3CH2OH at
 Þ in a separate experiment to deter300 K on ZnOð1100
mine the fraction of F deposited on the surface by the
decomposition reaction. The F1s signal in Fig. 7 is *25 %
of the F 1 s signal of the 0.4 L exposure of CF3CH2OH at
300 K meaning that 25 % of the adsorbed CF3CH2OH
deposits F onto the surface as a result of CF2=CH2 formation or decomposition by other pathways.

4 Discussion
4.1 Mechanism of CH3CH2OH Decomposition
 Þ
on ZnOð1100
In order to elucidate the mechanism of CH3CH2OH
 Þ, we have attempted to
decomposition on ZnOð1100
quantify the stoichiometry of the product yield. Table 1
lists the fractional yields of the products of CH3CH2OH
and CD3CD2OD decomposition for exposures that yield
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Fig. 5 TPR spectra of CD3CD2OD, CD3CD=O, and CD2=CD2
 Þ after various exposures of CD3CD2OD.
desorption from ZnOð1100
Peaks for CD3CD=O and CD2=CD2 desorption are present even at

low exposures and increase with increasing exposure. CD3CD2OD
desorption is only observed for exposures C0.05 L

saturation coverages of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH and
CD3CD2OD monolayers (C0.4 L). The pressure fractions
were calculated from the TPRS peak areas (after conversion to pressure) of each species. The fractional yield of a
single component is equal to its TPRS peak area divided by
the sum of the peak areas of all five components.
The uncertainties are the standard deviations of the
fractional yields measured in five or six experiments. The
yield of reversibly adsorbed CH3CH2OH is roughly equal to
the fraction that decomposes into CH3CH=O and CH2=CH2.
This discussion will focus on the decomposition mechanism
of the irreversibly adsorbed CH3CH2OH. STM imaging has
suggested that dissociative adsorption of CH3OH on
 Þ can yield both CH3O– groups adsorbed to surZnOð1100
face Zn atoms and CH3– groups adsorbed on surface O
atoms [13]. The framework for our discussion of CH3CH2
OH decomposition will be a mechanism that is consistent
with the suggestion that there are two decomposition intermediates; CH3CH2O–Zn groups that decompose to yield

CH3CH=O and CH3CH2–O groups that yield CH2=CH2.
The distinction between these ethoxy groups is that the
former results from dissociation of the O–H bond in CH3
CH2OH and is bound to a surface Zn atom, while the latter is
formed by dissociation of the C-O bond in CH3CH2OH to
yield an ethyl group adsorbed to a surface O atom. In the
latter case the CH3CH2OH dissociation yields an OH group,
possibly bound to a surface Zn atom. The scheme for
decomposition of the CH3CH2OH fraction that is irreversible bonded to the surfaces is summarized as follows:
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CH3 CH2 OHg ! CH3 CH2 O  Zn þ H

ð1Þ

CH3 CH2 O  Zn ! CH3 CH ¼ Og þ H

ð2Þ
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ð4Þ
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TPRS of a 0.4 L exposure of CF3CH2OH (red). Both spectra were
baseline subtracted. The clean surface has no peaks in the F1s
spectrum. A peak at a binding energy of 684 eV for F bonded to Zn is
visible after the TPRS experiment

In this scheme the gas phase species are indicated with a
 Þ
subscript ‘g’ and the atoms originated in the ZnOð1100
surface lattice are boldened. We have been deliberately
Table 1 Product pressure
fractions for TPRS of saturated
monolayers of CH3CH2OH and
 Þ
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Temperature (K)

 Þ.
Fig. 6 Left: TPRS of a 0.4 L exposure of CF3CH2OH to ZnOð1100
Primary contributors to the signals were H2O (m/z = 18), CF3CH=O
(29), CF2=CH2 (45) and CF3CH2OH (31). The m/z = 29 signal also
has a contribution from CF3CH2OH. Right: Comparison of CF3CH=O

3

400

CH3CH2OH products

desorption and CF2=CH2 desorption. The net signal from CF3CH=O
was isolated from the signal at m/z = 29 by subtracting the
contribution from desorbing CF3CH2OH

vague regarding the adsorption sites for the H atoms and
OH groups released onto the surface.
The ratio of the yields of CH3CH=O (or CD3CD=O) and
CH2=CH2 (or CD2=CD2) formed during CH3CH2OH (or
CD3CD2OD) decomposition are roughly equal, although
there is nothing that constrains this to be the case. This
result is different from that of the STM study of CH3OH
 Þ, which suggested that the majority
adsorbed on ZnOð1100
surface species was CH3O–, the precursor to CH2=O formation, while only trace amounts of CH3–, the precursor to
CH4 formation, were present [13]. The pressure fraction of
 Þ during CH3CH2OH
H2O evolving from the ZnOð1100
decomposition is significantly larger than that of H2 and is
twice the pressure fraction of CH3CH=O and CH2=CH2.
This is an unexpected result. Within the context of the
proposed mechanism, the pressure fraction of H2 should be
closer to pressure fraction of CH3CH=O formed. Similarly,
the pressure fraction of H2O formed should be close to that
of CH2=CH2. The fractional product yields from CD3
CD2OD decomposition are similar to those obtained for
CH3CH2OH. The CD2=CD2 and CD3CD=O yields are
roughly equal. As in the case of CH3CH2OH decomposition, the yield of D2 from CD3CD2OD is significantly
lower than that of D2O which is slightly higher than that of

Pressure fraction

CD3CD2OD products

Pressure fraction

H2

0.05 ± 0.01

D2

0.04 ± 0.01

H2O

0.34 ± 0.07

D2O

0.25 ± 0.06

CH3CH=O

0.18 ± 0.04

CD3CD=O

0.21 ± 0.07

CH2=CH2

0.17 ± 0.03

CD2=CD2

0.18 ± 0.05

CH3CH2OH

0.26 ± 0.05

CD3CD2OD

0.3 ± 0.1
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CD2=CD2. The difference between the yields of CD2=CD2
(CD3CD = O) and CH2=CH2 (CH3CH=O) are not statistically significant.
Based on the products observed, we propose the
mechanism for CH3CH2OH decomposition described by
steps 1–6 listed above. CH3CH2OH adsorbs dissociatively
via cleavage of either the O–H bond to form CH3CH2O– on
a surface lattice Zn atom or cleavage of the C–O bond to
form CH3CH2– on a surface lattice O atom. Roughly half
of the adsorbed CH3CH2OH desorbs as ethanol. Whether it
is adsorbed intact or desorbs as a result of the recombination of CH3CH2O– and H is not determined. The irreversibly adsorbed CH3CH2O– and CH3CH2– decompose
by b-hydride elimination to yield CH3CH=O and
CH2=CH2, respectively. In this terminology the H comes
from the C atom in the b-position with respect to the surface Zn or surface O atoms.
Within the context of the proposed mechanism, the
formation of H2O (step 6) results from the reaction of OH
groups (resulting from C–O cleavage in CH3CH2OH) with
H atoms (resulting from O–H cleavage in CH3CH2OH and
b-hydride elimination in CH3CH2O– and CH3CH2–
groups). If this were the only source of H2O formation,
then the yield of H2O would be equal that of CH2=CH2.
Similarly, the yield of H2 from recombination of H atoms
would be equal to the yield of CH3CH=O. While the excess
yield of H2O (D2O) for decomposition of CH3CH2OH
(CD3CD2OD) is not statistically significant, the yields of
H2 (D2) are clearly lower than expected. In the case of H2O
yield, the possible excess might be attributable to H2O
adsorption from the background of the UHV chamber.
However, this has been ruled out by direct measurements
of the H2O adsorption from the chamber background onto
 Þ surface; H2O adsorption on the
the clean ZnOð1100
experimental timescale is undetectable (Figure S5 in the
Supplemental Information). These observations suggest
that adsorbed H atoms can reduce the surface and extract
lattice O atoms to yield H2O. This step is consistent with
formation of surface OH species from adsorbed H that has
been observed through vibrational spectroscopies and
linked to H2O formation from ZnO [19–21].
In addition to the product distribution and yield, the
temperatures at which various reaction steps occur and at
which products are observed desorbing from the surface
provides some insight into the mechanism of ethanol
 Þ. Table 2 shows the peak
decomposition on ZnOð1100
locations for the acetaldehyde and ethylene species desorption during TPRS of CF3CH2OH, CH3CH2OH, and
 Þ. TPR spectra for CH3CH=O
CD3CD2OD on ZnOð1100
and CD3CD=O were best fit by two peaks while CF3CH=O
desorption was best fit by one peak. The peaks for desorption of CH3CH=O and CD3CD=O are, within statistical
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uncertainty, located at the same temperatures. The peak for
desorption of CD2=CD2 is at a significantly higher temperature than that for CH2=CH2. These results reveal a
significant deuterium kinetic isotope effect in CD2=CD2
formation, but not in CD3CD=O formation. The isotope
effect in ethylene formation suggests that C–H(D) bond
breaking on the b-C atom (b-hydride elimination) is the
rate limiting step in CH3CH2– (CD3CD2–) decomposition
(step 5). Such isotope effects have been observed in
b-hydride elimination of alkyl groups on Cu surfaces
[22, 23]. Although b-hydride elimination is the expected
reaction pathway for CH3CH=O (CD3CD=O) formation
from ethoxy groups (step 2), this does not exhibit a deuterium isotope effect in the acetaldehyde desorption temperature. This is in contrast with results revealing a
deuterium kinetic isotope effect during b-hydride elimination in ethoxy groups on Cu surfaces [24].
4.2 Transition states for b-elimination
 Þ
on ZnOð1100
The use of substituent effects is a classical approach to
probing the characteristics of transitions states for elementary reactions and has been used in studies of surface
chemistry on metals, and to a lesser extent oxides [24–27].
Our comparison of the decomposition of CF3CH2OH and
 Þ reveals the
CH3CH2OH (or CD3CD2OD) on ZnOð1100
same decomposition products but a significant impact of F
substitution on the decomposition kinetics. The key point is
that the observed F substitution effects are completely
consistent with the proposed decomposition via two pathways with different reaction intermediates. Figure 8 provides a direct comparison of the product desorption
kinetics for CF2=CH2, CH2=CH2 and CD2=CD2. This
reveals the small but observable deuterium kinetic isotope
effect of 15 ± 7 K reported in Table 1 and attributed to
b-hydride elimination from an ethyl group adsorbed at a
surface O atom (step 5). This deuterium isotope effect is
less well resolved than in previous studies of alkyl group
decomposition by b-hydride elimination on Cu surfaces,
largely because of the broad temperature range over which
 Þ [22, 23]. However, the
the reaction occurs on ZnOð1100
magnitude of the temperature shift is similar to that
reported in prior studies on Cu single crystal surfaces.
The CF2=CH2 product of CF3CH2OH decomposition on
 Þ desorbs at *40 K lower temperature than
ZnOð1100
CH2=CH2 from CH3CH2OH decomposition. This indicates
that the barrier to b-fluoride elimination in CF3CH2–
groups is significantly lower than that for b-hydride elimination in CH3CH2– groups. This is entirely consistent with
the results for the same reactions on Ag(111) [28]. The F
 Þ surface by b-fluoride
deposited onto the ZnOð1100
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Table 2 TPRS peak
temperatures for aldehyde and
ethylene products of
CH3CH2OH, CD3CD2OD, and
CF3CH2OH decomposition on
 Þ
ZnOð1100
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Fig. 8 TPR spectra of ethylene (left) and aldehyde (right) desorption
following saturation exposures of CH3CH2OH, CD3CD2OD, and
 Þ surface. The data from CF2=CH2 and
CF3CH2OH to the ZnOð1100
CF3CH=O is not in units of pressure and is divided by 30 for

comparing peak locations. F substitution into the ethanol lowers the
temperature of the ethylene formation and desorption and raises the
temperature of acetaldehyde formation and desorption

elimination is detected in XPS after reaction completion
(Fig. 7). Because the C–F bond is *80–100 kJ/mole
stronger than a C–H bond [29], the lower barrier to
b-fluoride elimination must arise from a stronger interac Þ surface with the product F atom than
tion of the ZnOð1100
with a H atom.
Finally, Fig. 8 reveals that the temperature at which
CF3CH=O appears during CF3CH2OH decomposition on
 Þ is *100 K higher than that of CH3CH=O
ZnOð1100
appearance during CH3CH2OH decomposition. This is
entirely consistent with F substitution effects observed for
decomposition of ethoxy groups by b-hydride elimination
on Cu single crystal surfaces [24, 30–33]. In those studies
and as modeled by DFT calculations, this increase in the
barrier to b-hydride elimination is associated with a transition state in which the C atom adjacent to the CF3–
substituent group is cationic with respect to its initial state

z
in the ethoxy group, RCH ! RCdþ    Hd . Substitution of R=CF3 for CH3 results in inductive destabilization of the cationic transition state as a result of the
strong polarity of the Fd  Cdþ bonds adjacent to the
b-hydride elimination reaction center. Similar F substituent

effects have been observed for CF3CH2OH decomposition
on vanadia surfaces [27]. The net observations of F substituent effects on the decomposition of ethanol to both
ethylene and to acetaldehyde are consistent with a mechanism in which there are two distinct intermediates; an
ethyl group that leads to the formation of ethylene and an
ethoxy group that leads to the formation of acetaldehyde,
both by b-hydride elimination.

5 Conclusions
The decomposition of CH3CH2OH, CD3CD2OD, and
 Þ single crystal
CF3CH2OH was studied on a ZnOð1100
using TPRS and XPS analysis. All three adsorbates display
both reversible desorption and decomposition to yield
acetaldehyde, ethylene, water and hydrogen. Quantitative
analysis of the desorbing species was used to determine the
product ratios of CH3CH2OH and CD3CD2OD decomposition. The products yields, the deuterium isotope effects
and the F substituent effects on the reaction kinetics
demonstrate that the decomposition reaction mechanism is
one in which there are two competing pathways. Ethanol
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deprotonation (O–H scission) to yield ethoxy results in the
formation of acetaldehyde. Ethanol dehydroxylation
(C–OH scission) to yield ethyl groups results in the formation of ethylene. By analogy with suggestions based on
 Þ, we
STM imaging of CH3OH adsorption on ZnOð1100
suggest that the ethoxy groups are formed on surface lattice
Zn sites while the ethyl groups are formed on surface lattice O sites.
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